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Israel's Best Selling English Book!
Has been #1 in Israel, #1 in Germany and #1 on Amazon - Politics
and Israel - DON'T MISS OUT!!
Catch the Jew! recounts the adventures of gonzo journalist Tuvia
Tenenbom, who wanders around Israel and the Palestinian
Authority for seven months in search of the untold truths in today's
Holy Land. With holy chutzpah, Tenenbom boldly goes where no
Jew has gone before, at times risking his life as he assumes the
identities of Tobi the German and even Abu Ali in order to probe
into the many stories in this strange land and poke holes in all of
them.

From the self-hating leftists in Tel Aviv to the self-promoting PLO
execs in Ramallah, from the black-clad Haredim of Bet Shemesh to
the glowing foreign human rights activists in Beit Hanina, from
Jewish settlers and the Christians who come from abroad to toil
with them to ardent Jerusalem monks and Bedouins in surprisingly
glorious shacks, Tenenbom takes on the people of the land, getting
to know them and disarming them as he breaks bread and mingles
with anyone and everyone.

Does Palestinian wife number one hate the Jews more than she hates
wife number two? Who finances cash-rich NGOs pursuing a
Judenrein Israel? Who sets Palestinian olive groves on fire and
why? What is the emotional gravity that pulls idealistic human
rights activists from other countries to Israel and only to Israel?
Who are the flaming feminists who sacrifice their lives for the rights
of polygamists? Whose land is this, anyway?



By turns poignant, enraging, and laugh-out-loud funny, this unique
travelogue lays bare the intensity of this turbulent land in an
unprecedented, eye-opening education, person by person, city by
city, and meal by meal. You will never look at Israel the same way
again. Run to your nearest bookstore and pick up a copy . . . I
haven't laughed this hard out loud in a long time . . . This book is a
must for anyone who wants to formulate an independent opinion on
the reality in this region. (Israel Hayom)
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From reader reviews:

James Roberts:

Typically the book Catch The Jew! will bring one to the new experience of reading a new book. The author
style to spell out the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to learn, this book very appropriate
to you. The book Catch The Jew! is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book in the
official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Jimmy Martinez:

Why? Because this Catch The Jew! is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you to
snap this but latter it will surprise you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining way but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating having
this any more or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of advantages than the other
book have such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking means. So , still want to delay
having that book? If I were you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Pauline Bardwell:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Catch The Jew! was colourful and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Catch The Jew! has many kinds or type. Start from kids until young
adults. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there.
So , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and rest. Try to choose
the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading that.

Wayne Robinson:

As a scholar exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library in
order to make summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart
and soul or real their passion. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go
to at this time there but nothing reading really. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring and
can't see colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important in your case.
As we know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. Therefore this Catch The Jew! can make you really feel more interested to read.
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